The giving of a ten minute scientific commllllication is an art form peculiar to researchers who freqltently fail to research the technology required for the performance. Careful selection of the scientific material to be included, the alldio-<'isllal aids to support it, alld adequate rehearsal before presentation to a critical audience are ,.'ital to the slIccess of the presentation.
The moment of truth for a researcher arrives when he appears on the programme of an important scientific meeting. He may be giying his first presentation or he may be an old hand, but in either case he must succeed in being conyincing on the day. The work to be described may well be both interesting and important, but the effect of the presentation on the audience, depends to a large degree on the speaker's performance.
There arc important differences bet,,'een a lecture and a brief scientific communication. A lecture usually lasts fifty minute,.;, and is often part of an integrated course in a particular subject. It may be either didactic--and most uniycr,.;it\, lectures are-----or ma\' attempt to be inspirational witlt the aim of de\'eloping critical thought or artistic taste. \\'hile there are major differences betwecn a lecture delivered as a broad survey of a subject to two hundred first-\'car students and one on an advanced scientific problem in depth to ten honours studenb, a scientific paper gi\'en to a research society is again of a totally different nature. It is usually deli\'ered to a peer group who come to hear advances m knowledge or practice related to their own or an allied field. Often the communication to be given is based 011 work in progress, or work ju~t completed but unpublished .. The expectation is that speakers will be interesting or provocative, although most hardened scientific meeting attenders will not come expecting to hear any revolutionary developments. It is the case, however, that the continuing reputa-tion of the speaker to some extent hangs on his performance, The time alloted for a presentation at a scientific meeting is usually ten minutes with a further fi\'e minutes for discussion and (1 uestions from the audience. \ Ybile this does not appear to be adequate time to describe a complicated piece of research, nevertheless there should be time enough to get over the principal message provided it is stated simply and is well illustrated. The \\'()rk being described ma\' well have taken one to two years to acc~lllplish, and the author, not unreasonably, lllay be reluctant to omit material which was \\'on after much effort. However, judicious selection of what can be included in the short timc availablc is of cardinal importance to the success of the presentation.
THE \\'RITTE:\ A),'D THE SPOKE),' \VC)RD
A yery common error is not to recognize the difference between a written description of scientific material and the spoken version of thi,.;. Sentences which read easilv in the published version do not roll off the tongue naturally and can appear stilted and une<H1vincing. So the speaker who merely selects part of what he has published or is about to publish as the ba~is of hi~ presentation is doing himself a dissen'ice. The spoken "'ord /zas to be cOl1\'incing on the first occasion because this is the only time-whereas the written word and its associated illustrations can be referred to again and again by the reader. :\Iost societies object to the reading of papers, and more credit is gi\'en to a person who refers only from time to time to his notes than one wllO reads every word of his paper. If the sentences used are clearly being constructed on the spot, but with full AlIaeslhesia 1l1ld Il1lellsi1'1' CaIC, J'ol. TT-, Sn. -I, SOc'fJllbfl', 1976 knowledge of the material to be described, the presentation comes over more naturally and is more effective. However, short notes should be available and the cue order of slides to be shown related to these notes which must be read easily at a dimly lit lectern.
In addition to the merit of the research being described the success of a scientific presentation depends on :
1. The preparation of material, including the selection of appropriate audio-visual aids. 2. The stage performance of the speaker.
PREPARATION OF A FORMAL SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATION
It is important to realize how much material and how many words can be used in ten minutes. It creates a bad impression and is insulting to the audience if the allotted time is overrun, as this implies that the speaker has not bothered to rehearse the paper. The difference between a rehearsed and an unrehearsed paper is usually quite obvious-sometimes painfully so. It is reasonable to assume a speaking rate of one hundred words per minute, so that a ten minute presentation should be based on about one thousand words. If the speaker is fluent and experienced and is aided by good visual aids he may be able to get over twelve hundred words without obvious rush. Having est ab·· lished the approximate total number of words which can be used, the speaker should then examine his material and select the principal points which he wishes to make. He should consider carefully his audience and decide how much background information or review of previous work is necessary. It is unwise to spend more than one or two minutes in setting the background for the work to be described. It is essential to include at the end of the lead-up a clear statement of why the work was undertaken.
Methods and results. The principal section of the communication will describe the methods used and the results obtained; following on this, there should be adequate time to discuss the results and the conclusions to be drawn from them. Finally, a summary of the work should be given to leave the audience with the message which the speaker wishes to put over. Assuming that this section at the end of the presentation takes one or two minutes, there now remain about six minutes to describe the methods used and the results obtained in the study. Descriptions of methodology tend to be rather boring for an audience not usually too concerned about detail, but only politely interested to hear in outline how the work was actually done. The audience is much more concerned in the results and their implications. Therefore only a small amount of time and illustration should be given to describing methods.
Statistical analysis indicate the significance of the results should be brief and incorporated in the slides used to illustrate the results. It is of paramount importance that a statistician should be consulted on the appropriate method to use before any statistical analysis is undertaken by the inexperienced worker. Textbooks on statistics are notoriously obscure in simple advice in this regard. A perfectly adequate piece of research can be spoiled by presentation to a society after careless selection of an inappropriate statistical method.
The results section is the most important part of the paper, as the hard data must be presented in a form clearly understandable by the audience. It is in this area that the preparation of appropriate slides is of great importance, and here again the matter to be presented to illustrate a verbal communication differs in major respects from that used to illustrate the written word (Figures 1 and 2) . How very often one sees a highly complicated table of results put up on the screen and the speaker says" I want you just to concentrate on the bottom line ", or " We need only look at the last two columns and rows in this rather complicated slide". There may well be so many columns and rows on the slide that they are totally illegible from the back rows and the audience then switches off, goes to sleep, or reads the summary of the next presentation. Only matter directly relevant and to which the speaker will be addressing himself should be included. Slides should be kept as simple as possible. It is important when describing results that this should be done clearly with all ambiguity avoided but not at the cost of omitting results or deviant patterns which don't conform to a simple scheme. Part of the precious time available to the speaker should be spent in identifying such things as the units used in the abscissa and ordinate of a graph and any symbols used in a slide. If there is a series of slides illustrating similar data, the same conventions should be used throughout so the audience quickly becomes accustomed to the pattern and is able to follow more WILLIAl\I BurmETT easily the results being described. It is helpful to present the data so that the resnlb flow through in a logical sequential manner, one set of results leading on to another so that there is some coherence in the results of the study.
It is essential that the speaker ImO\\·, from rehearsal, precisely how long his talk will last-whether there is one minute or thirty seconds to spare from his allotted ten minutes -and therefore he can be fully confident that he does not haye to rush through the presentation. If he has originally included too much material and too many slides, these must be ruthlessly pruned at rehearsal so that only those which are absolutely fundamental to the performance get into the act .
Discussion and conclltsions.
After the results have been described they must be discussed, and any conclusions wl;ich can be drawn should be drawn. There may be very little need for discussion of some obvious data, but on the other hand, the results may lead to a number of possible conclusions and these should be examined dispassionately by the speaker and put before the audience for their consideration. Speculation on the significance of the results is permissible-the extent of this being usually a feature of the personality of the speaker. It is important too that the main conclusion from the work should be clearly stated at the end of the presentation so that the audience has something to stimulate discussion and questions.
SELECTIOX OF ApPROPRLHE ACDIO-YISL>\L AIDS
The blackboard. This is a simple, flexible, and nearly always available visual aid. However it is better avoided unless the speaker has artistic capabilities. Nevertheless, the blackboard is there when audio-visual media fail, and the speaker should be prepared to use it if necessary.
Tlze Oiwlzcad projector. This is not always available at a scientific meeting, and there are problems related to setting-up and focusing.
Slides. The;ji) mm slide has largely replaced the blackboard and (werhead projector for the standard scientific meeting. Slides should be used to support the spoken word but should not be oyerused so that the message to be given become~ lost in a bewildering and rapid succession of slides. A common mistake is to include material with to much detail, and too small to be seen clearly by all the audience. Such material may well be both appropriate Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Vol. IV, So. 4, November, 1976 and clear in a journal, but not necessarily legible in a lecture theatre (Figure 1 ). However, if the words on a slide can be read easily without magnification when the slide is held in the hand at arm's length, it will probably be all right when projected.
Slides should be kept as simple as possible, and it is best to have only one idea per slide. The number of words on each slide should 70 be limited to a total of approximately twenty, and if it is a data slide, no more than about twenty-five should be included. In general the slide should supplement and reinforce what is being said. It should interest the audience and should help in an understanding of the material being spoken. Although the slide should not obviously be designed to act as a prompt cue for the speaker, nevertheless the series of slides can be so arranged that they do help in the general flow of the material. Complicated tables should be avoided and no more than two columns or rows should be included. Illegible rows of dull figures are much better presented with a simple block histogram, or graph ( Figure 2) .
DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLES
The legibility Dj slides is vital to the presentation, and depends not only on the size and brightness of the projected image, but also on the background illumination in the lecture hall and its method of control. The distance from the rear of the room to the screen is also important. Although it has been said that the minimum size for a square screen is onesixth of the distance between the furthest back seats and the screen, the speaker will rarely be in a position to influence this, and so should make every endeavour that in preparation of his slides they are clearly legible in the average lecture theatre.
The negative slide may be a white image on a black ground giving good contrast. The diazo slide is one form of negative image and has the merit of being restful to the eye and suitable for the projection of words, graphs and tables. Positive slides are usually black images on a white background. Here there is good visual contrast, and usually enough illumination from the screen for taking notes. However, if there are large areas ot bright illumination from the background of the screened slides, and if this is repeated over a longish period of time, the effect tends to dazzle and tire the audience. Care should be taken in the overall make-up of the presentation, not to mix positive and negative slides; thus, if some of the written material is presented on diazo slides, all of it should be, as the contrast in switching from one to another does not impress an audience and may indicate hasty or careless preparation.
SLIDE VERBIAGE AVOIDANCE

DON'T USE MORE THAN
SIX WORDS PER LINE
FIVE LINES OF PRINT
TWENTY WORDS TOTAL
Art work for the preparation of slides should be done on opaque white paper, A wide variety of material is commercially available for the production of graphs and histograms. The production of words for slides should be carefully studied (Figures 3, 4, and 5) . A manual typewriter is inadequate for the production of good slides. An electric typewriter is undoubtedly preferable, and it is of help to use carbon paper with the black surface in contact with the back of the paper SLIDE VERBIAGE AVOIDANCE Don't use more than
Six words per line
Five lines of print
Twenty words total FIGURE 4.-A manual typewriter has been used. The figures are grey rather than black and the typeface has not been cleaned before use. The lower case has been selected for the message but lacks conviction. The setting out is poor--in particular, the rows are not centred. Cndcrlining has been done with the manual typewriter which projects in an uneven manner. The words in the title are also wrongly interconnected by the underlining. The emphasis on the slide is not directed as in slides 3 and 5.
on which the words are being typed to increase contrast. 1'\0 more than seven words should be used in one line, there should be no more than five lines of print, and the slide should be designed using template of size approximately 11·5 cm by 7·5 cm, i.e. a ratio of 3::2 which is the form of the 35 mm slide. A vari-typer or electronic composer should be used if possible as it produces slides of much greater clarity since the letters are totally opaque and therefore appear black and not grey-black as does material from a manual typewriter ( Figures 5 and 6 ). Underlining of words should not be done on the typewriter but rather with Indian ink and pen. Slides should be mounted in a metal or a plastic holder and marked according to the international convention with a spot on the lower left-hand corner of the slide when looked at in the upright position. When placed in the projector, this spot will then occupy the top right hand corner. Slides should be carefully numbered, cleaned and placed in order in a container so that when handed to the projectionist, the speaker is totally confident that all should be well. If there are to be spaces during the talk when no slide is required, it is advisable to include a blank slide with a blue or a black background at the appropriate points. If the same slide is required again at some time later in the course of the presentation, a second copy of the slide should be slotted in at the correct point in the series to avoid possible confusion of the projectionist by a recall of an earlier slide.
Film strip and <'ideotape. Some presentations require the use of a short film either silent or with a sound track. If this is essential, contact with the organizers of the scientific meeting should be made well in advance to ensure suitable equipment is available.
Preparation of the abstract. An abstract of one hundred to two hundred words should give a clear account of the aim of the work the methods used, the results obtained, and their significance. projectionist to discuss communication and arrange the slides. There should be an agreed system of signals so that such expressions as " next slide please ", might be avoided.
The stage performance. The giving of a scientific communication to a scientific society is in fact a stage performance, and professionalism is required just as it is for the actor, politician, or preacher. There is need for training and practice before critical. colleag~es and the use of video-tape for self-mstructIOn and analysis can be valuable. There should be no fears that the use of such training methods might interfere with a natural performance. Rather any bad habits of the speaker will be highlighted and thus may be corrected.
The speaker must be clearly audible to all his audience. He should speak clearly and try to establish personal contact wit.h the audience. It is distracting and annoymg to RETAINED have to watch a speaker who does sentry duty marching up and down the platform from lectern to screen or blackboard, who constantly sways backwards. and. forwar~s, or who has recurring oculogync cnses whIle he closely examines some distal corner of the ceiling for inspiration. Visual contact through the eyes with the audience is important, and the audience should be scanned area by area in a natural way to retain interest. The speaker should be very ~areful not to speak down into his notes or mto the chalk dust or the screened slide with his back to the audience. When speaking to a slide, it is important to avoid such statements as "this slide shows" or "you can see that" which an audience finds irritating. Few audiences object to a lively performance and t~e introduction of humor either verbally or VIa a slide has much to commend it provided the performance does not degenerate. in~o. a comic turn. Spontaneous humour capI~ahzm~ on an incident during the talk, especIally If the joke is on the speaker, alw~ys gets an audience on side and generates mterest and support.
Nervousness by the speaker embarrasses the audience, who are uncomfortably sympathetic. On the other hand, a flamboyant, over-confident, know-it-all performer quickly loses support.
Emergency tatics. The speaker should be prepared for anything to happen including failure of the projector, absence of the projectionist, the wrong slides being screened, and even for last minute translation of the session from a small room to a large hall. He must be mentally prepared to give his talk in the possible absence of all the audiovisual aids he has laboriously prepared. If the projection system should fail, the speaker should know his material well enough to draw a simple graph or histogram on the blackb~ard if there is one, or, failing that, to put his pomts across verbally without aids. A potential disaster can be converted into a success by the speaker rising to the occasion, and showing himself capable of driving his message home in the absence of all of his prepared aids.
Question time. Reaction of the audien~e to the presentation may vary from enthusI<l;sm, polite interest, indifference, to downnght disbelief. If he is speaking to a knowledgeable group there may be reference to earlier studies. This mayor may not be relevant to the presentation but the speaker in reply should show that he is familiar with previous work. He should also be prepared to be "rubbished" and to reply with dignity or humour. It is sometimes advisable to have key segments of the work which have been reluctantly left out for lack of time available on reserve slides placed with the projectionist. It is not. good tactics to proceed to show a whole senes of new slides in answer to a question, but one slide highly relevant to a question asked may be produced with permission of the chairman. The speaker should endeavour to keep . his replies short and pithy so that as many pomts as possible can be covered, and that as many of the audience as wish can have their say within the time available. 
